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Growing Up Hip Hop (Series 6)

10x60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. The Gospel of Romeo

Romeo drops a bombshell on the Simmons family. Panic strikes over a secret engagement!

2. Fireworks, Boom

Angela and Romeo’s beef sparks a firestorm and JoJo goes ballistic. A Salt-N-Pepa scandal
ignites.

3. A Proposal In The Air

Tee Tee and Tryan plot to sabotage Sam's proposal and warn Pepa and Treach before it's too
late.

4. No Run In The Oven

JoJo seeks advice from Rev Run. Pepa warns Tee Tee to stop meddling. Ava breaks down over
Dame.

5. Serving The Tee Tee

Angela and Briana face off. A secret marriage shocks all. A nasty rumor ignites a firestorm.

6. Yo Boggie Got The Next Date

With Romeo on ice, things fire up between Angela and Boogie; Tee Tee runs into some old foes;
Sam is served a fair warning before he seeks Pepa and Treach's blessing to marry Egypt; Boogie
opens up a rehab facility but Dame smells a scam.

7. Watch Out Sammy

Sam faces Treach before popping the question to Egypt. Rev Run counsels JoJo and Tanice.
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8. Is That The Joker?

Sam’s proposal mayhem. Angela bursts into tears over tragedy and heartbreak. Simmons vs.
Millers.

9. Nothing a Few Shots Can't Fix

All hell breaks loose at Egypt’s 21st birthday. Tragedy strikes Angela and Bow Wow shows up

10. Love & War

Angela's on the quest for love but the drama with Romeo ignites. Bow Wow arrives in LA to throw
JoJo an epic bachelor party. Dame and Boogie clash and the mics come off. Pep's family war
rages on when Sam and Tee Tee battle it out.

11. JoJo Makes a No-No

Bow Wow throws a wild night out for JoJo's bachelor party and things spiral out of control. Angela
pops up and Bow sweats it out in the hot seat. Pepa and Dame go head-to-head over unsettled
business. Egypt's fiancé Sam plans to reveal a big secret.

12. Popping Off

All hell breaks loose when Boogie and Ava confront Dame in a brutal family mediation. JoJo's
wedding derails when his late nights at the studio push Tanice to her breaking point. Briana meets
with an inside source and uncovers dirt on Sam.

13. New Chapters

Rev Run is blindsided when JoJo gets cold feet just before his wedding. Egypt's engagement
party takes a dramatic turn when Romeo and Angela arrive and their feud rages on. Sam takes
the stage and exposes a secret that nobody saw coming.

14. Check Yourself Before Your Treach Yourself

A melee breaks out when Pepa and Treach join forces to protect Egypt. JoJo and his fiancé
Tanice battle to the altar, and things take a dramatic turn just before the ceremony. Bow Wow
wants to reconnect with Angela and makes his move.


